
2.26.12 Bethel...Text: Acts 17:16;  Intro:  Alone and out of our league in Sao 
Paulo, Brazil.  Alone in Athens. Why were needed in Athens?
Strangers to another way of life: 
Alone in the cultural capital of the world, he found himself staring at amazing 
architecture, peering into a historical kaleidoscope, and confronting a people of 
sophistication like that of Socrates and  Plato. But apparently, the idolatry caught 
his eye.
A city under idols: smothered with idols. One man writes that it was easier to 
find a god than a man in Athens. John Stott mentions,

In the Parthenon stood a huge gold and ivory statue of Athena, whose gleaming spear 
point was visible 40 miles away."

Aliens to another set of values: 
Men and women, who stand outside the faith are aliens to the real family that 
God desires them to join. They are aliens, foreigner to another set of values and 
equally so when they confront Christ and now cross a stronger border from 
death to life. Paul now confronted with another another set of values, 
diametrically opposed to his worldview as a believer.
Key word: "paroxyno" medical term/ seizure or epileptic fit: also, to stimulate, 
provoke to anger...( Ps. 106:28-29; Is.65:2-3).
Paul jealous for the pure, unadulterated devotion to God's name.  The burden 
for another time, long passed off the scene, for the departed righteous and deep 
devotion to the living God and His holiness.
The highest goal: to see Jesus enthroned in the lives of your kids, your friends, 
your co-workers, even your colleagues: listen... 
This stuff of exposing them to Christ and his teaching only to take your hands 
off at the impressionable ages so that they can make their own decision is weak, 
wanting, and will bring you grief as a parent. We want desperately for those 
closest to us to manifest an intimate relationship to God but we tactically retreat 
from the hard work of passionate and intentional catechism, the often painful 
drudgery of burning truth into lives.
We all know what it feels like to be somewhere out of place: where the 
surroundings cry out for something to refresh it. [Apache Junction/ Boys 
ranch/ even my past work young men returning to community life from the 
penal system.]
One man writes,
 " God has promoted [Jesus Christ] to the supreme place of honor, in order that every knee 
and tongue should acknowledge his Lordship. Whenever He is denied His rightful place 

in people's lives, therefore,mew should feel inwardly wounded  and jealous for his name."
Flavor to an otherwise bland existence: 
He went to the synagogue. He went to the Agora: adopted a question/ answer 
format for approaching this very diverse group: Epicureans/ Stoic.
Here they were, two blatantly opposed philosophies  but both devoid of any 
hope of a meaningful life; the Epicureans living for pleasure and by virtue of 
their selfish pursuits,  practical atheists; the stoics , well ordered in their life but 
seeing gods everywhere and yet all of them, possessing no power to act. In fact 
for stoics, the rational pursuit of morality and rightness ended when ones 
usefulness in life ceased with the only logical conclusion being suicide.



Liberation to (yet) another enslaved generation. 
The most liberating of ideas is the realization that I am not the captain of my soul 
as is so often argued. A better understanding of ourselves through a richer 
understanding of God. This evangelism draws its power neither from the offer of 
a good time, nor a request merely that God provide forgiveness and an escape 
from the current difficulty. But I'll submit to you, that many offers if the Gospel 
lack the baseline of reality that is offered here!
Liberating realities:
1. God is the creator of the universe: He Stands above his creation and beyond 

their ability to share his glory on their own.
2. God is the sustainer of life: 
3. God is the ruler of the nations:
4. God is the Father of human beings: 
5. God is the judge of the world: 
Note the path that Paul takes in getting them to understand. To pagans, he cuts 
to the heart of the matter by beginning where our greatest needs lie--- the source 
of real help. He gives them a big God and empowers Him. He gives them a 
wanting human and then limits him.., He moves from God as creator and ruler to 
Father and finally,  judge. It's one thing to acquiesce to God as creator and ruler, 
quite another to fall at His Son's feet in worship.
Applications:
Once convinced of our sin, we are ready to draw from the well of eternal life, 
that is only possible with a risen Savior.
Once converted from our former life, we are now receptacles for God to pour his 
blessings into a life of purpose and meaning.
Once committed to the "bigger picture" we are compelled to see our 
responsibility in more personal and practical terms.   


